ABSTRACT: Ecological models that include spatial processes can produce complex patterns in space and time. However, the ecological relevance of such behaviour remalns unclear. Previous work has generally focused on systems where the dynamics of simulated species are closely linked. We present a stochastic spatial model for an open system where species are only weakly or indirectly linked. The principal interaction, that limpets reduce the local probability of Fucus recruitment, was defined empirically. Fucus abundance at large scales could be approximated without resorting to a spatially explicit model. However, the behavlour of individual limpets at intermediate densities could alter Fucus abundance and small scale spatiotemporal pattern. By altenng small scale pattern in simulations, hmpets could also affect the population densities of poorly dispersing species dependent on Fucus cover. Increasing the temporal variability of limpet or Fucus populations at large scales led to correlated dynamics at different spatial scales in simulations. There was little correlation between scales in time series taken from the field. This weak correlation between scales suggests that local effects, such as those associated with individual limpet grazing, are important in the dynamics of a real system. Development and testing of the model are facilitated because predictions apply to clearly definable temporal and spatial scales.
INTRODUCTION
Studies that examine the generation of complex spatiotemporal pattern from simple species interactions represent a fruitful and dynamic area of research (Durrett & Levin 1994 , Molofsky 1994 , Bascompte & Sole 1995 . Typically these species interactions are simulated using discrete space and time formulations and the resultant behaviour is examined on lattices of cells. Changes in spatiotemporal pattern associated with different parameter values can involve the emergence of strikingly different classes of large scale behaviour. For example, one class of behaviour consists of spiral waves rotating around fixed or slowly moving points on the lattice (Sole et al. 1992 ). The different kinds of self-organized spatiotemporal behaviour simulated can theoretically affect the persistence of various unstable species interactions (Hassell et al. 1991) . However, there is some doubt as to the ecological relevance of such complex and large scale spatiotemporal patterns (Rohani et al. 1997) . Even though the spatiotemporal patterns may not be artifacts of the modelling framework (Sherratt et al. 1997) , model behaviour may still be misleading due to the assumptions made about species interactions. Two of the most frequently applied assumptions are an absence of stochastic noise and tight coupling between the dynamics of interacting species (Wilson & Hassell 1997) . There are many ecological systems where adherence to these 2 assun~ptions may be excessively restrictive. greater roles for processes such as externally derived recruitment in comparison to species interactions. For some marine systems there may be no scale at which a traditional highly coupled model is applicable (Roughgarden et al. 1994) .
In this paper we examine stochastic spatial simulations of grazer populations in an open system where species are weakly or indirectly linked. The principal interaction, that limpets influence the probability of recruitment but not the persistence of Fucus, was defined empirically. Certain species are dependent on the shelter that canopy algae provide and are therefore indirectly affected by the activities of limpets. Three questions are addressed in this paper: When do the predictions of an individual-based spatial model differ from those of a non-spatial model? How do the mobility and habitat preferences of individual limpets affect the spatiotemporal pattern of algal How do the mobility and habitat preferences of individual 1im.pets indirectly affect species dependent on the shelter of canopy algae? We also examined the effects of large scale interannual variability in algal and limpet recruitment on our predictions of spatiotemporal pattern.
We modelled the intertidal macroalgal community on smooth horizontal ledges in the Isle of Man (Hartno11 & Hawklns 1985 , reviewed in Hawkins et al. 1992 . Cover of the dominant canopy forming algae (Fucus spp.) is patchy in this system at approximately the 1 m scale (Johnson et al. 1997) . Time series observations at the patch scale show considerable multiannual variations in Fucus cover (Hartnoll & Hawkins 1985) . Both the patchy distribution of Fucus and the temporal fluctuations are thought to be driven by the activities of grazing limpets Patella spp. Limpets in the Isle of Man forage over short distances (0.4 m, Hartnoll & Wright 1977) during tidal submersion before returning to a home scar for the duration of low tide. Grazing around the home scar removes microscopic algal spores and therefore causes a localized reduction in the chance of Fucus recruiting to the shore. As home scars are not evenly spaced, Fucus patches can become established in areas of low local grazing pressure (Johnson et al. 1997) . Once Fucus germlings reach a certain size they are too large to be removed by grazing. Limpets occasionally move to a new home scar. One of the most commonly observed changes of home scar is for a limpet to migrate into a Fucus patch. However, as limpets move to FUCLIS patches, the spatial pattern of grazing pressure is altered, allowing juvenile Fucus to become established elsewhere on the shore. Eventually a patch decays, exposing the limpet home scars aggregated beneath it. In this manner, the limpets drive a shifting mosaic of differently aged patches (see also Duggins 1983) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Spatial model formulation. The grazing pressure around individual home scars was def~ned using a field map of juvenile Fucus and limpet location (Johnson et al. 1997) . A 5 by 5 m quadrat was marked out during spring 1996 close to the area used for monitoring by Hartnoll & Hawkins (1985) . The site is in an area of smooth carboniferous limestone and slopes gently with no large cracks or boulders. A map of the 25 m' qu.adrat was produced by dividing the area into square cells, each with an area of 0.01 m2. Cells were classified as empty or containing Fucus. If the Fucus individuals in a cell were less than 0.1 m in length and lacked reproductive structure, the cell was classed as juvenile (see Knight & Parke 1953) . Observations at Port St. Mary have confirmed that cells classed as juveniles in one year generally became patches of mature Fucus by the following year. The limpet number in each 0.01 m2 cell was also recorded.
The spatial impact of limpets on the probability of recording a juvenile Fucus cell was described using logistic regression (Sokal & Rohlf 1995) . This involved calculating the total number of limpets at each (Euclidean) distance class from a cell. Starting from the current cell, successively larger distances were used in a multiple regression until addition of the limpets in the next distance class did not significantly affect Fucus recruitment probability (Norusis 3.993) . The final fitted model was of the form. Table 1 . The grazing impact of limpets decreased with distance from their home scar.
We investigated the spatiotemporal dynamics of the interaction between limpet home scar position and Fucus recruitment probability using a stochastic 'lattice gas' model. Lattice gas models are a class of cellular automata based on discrete particles moving on a spatial grid in discrete time steps (Ermentrout & Edelstein-Keshet 1993) . In this case the particles are limpets and their location represents the position of the home scar Each time step there was a small probability that a limpet would leave its home scar and move to a new location. The grazing pressure exerted by each limpet extended into cells adjacent to the home scar. The probability of juvenile Fucus occurring in each cell was defined using the logistic regression outlined above. A 50 by 50 grid was used to simulate the limpet and Fucus mosaic at a scale equivalent to the spatially referenced data gathered in the field. Hence each cell in simulations was equivalent to 0.01 m2 on the shore. Periodic boundary conditions were used so that a limpet moving off one side of the grid reappeared at a location on the opposite edge. At the start of each simulation, a fixed number of limpets were allocated to randomly chosen cells on the grid. Each subsequent time step involved redistribution of limpets, followed by the generation of Fucus escapes dependent on the spatial pattern of grazlng pressure and then aging of the existing Fucus occupied cells (Fig. 1) . Each time step was intended to be equivalent to a year on the shore. Fucus.\vas assumed to persist in individual cells for 5 time steps. This is derived from the 5 yr cycle length given for experimentally created Fucusescapes at Port St. Mary by Southward (1956) .
Limpet behavio'ur at the simulation time step of 1 yr does not reflect individual foraging excursions from the home scar. The impact of all individual foraging excursions over the course of a year is integrated into the field estimate of the average grazing effect in Eq. (1). At the annual timescale the limpet behaviour of importance relates to how often individuals change home scars, how far they move to find a new home scar and whether there is any habitat preference in the choice of a new home scar. These different aspects of limpet behaviour can be summarized as home scar preference, home scar search range and limpet vagrancy. There is little information on the relevant parameter values to use for these processes. Hence many different simulations were run across the range of possible parameter values ( Table 2 ). The probability of a limpet leaving its current location each time step represented the degree of individual vagrancy. This vagrancy can also b e thought of as analogous to mortality: a limpet in one location dies and is replaced elsewhere on the grid. When a limpet changed home scar, a new site was selected at random from all the cells within a certain distance of the old home scar (the search range). Home scar preference was expressed by altering the probability for accepting a new location dependent on whether that location already contained Fucus or other limpets. For example, a location without Fucus present could be rejected with a probability of 0.8, while a location with limpets already present could be accepted with a probability of 0.9. These probabilities were independent. If a location was not accepted, iterations continued until a site was picked.
Patches of mature Fucus represent a resource to organisms such as understory algae, anemones (Actinia spp.), encrusting epifauna, and molluscs [e.g. Nucella lapilus (L.) and Littorina spp.] which would otherwise be rare on smooth rock platforms (Thompson et al. 1996) . If species have no planktonic larval stage and limited adult dispersal ability, for example N. lapilus and Littorina obtusata (L.), the spatial and temporal pattern of Fucus may become important for their persistence on the shore. The population dynamics of such canopy dependent species were simulated using a simple cell occupancy algorithm. Following a random seeding of individuals into a quarter of all cells on the grid, survival at each location was dependent on the cell also containing Fucus. Each unoccupied cell adjacent to an occupied cell (8 cell neighbourhood) was recoded as occupied with a fixed probability per time step.
A non-spatial equivalent of the limpet-Fucus model outlined above can be constructed by assuming that limpets are present at an average density in every spatial location. Changes in Fucus cover are therefore given by:
where P, is the probability of Fucus recruitment as defined by Eq. ( l ) , F is the number of cells occupied by Fucus, s is the total number of sites available for Fucus and X is the algal mortality rate (0.2 per time step for a 5 yr life span). The equilibrium is given by:
Most simulations were run with fixed densities of limpets and set background recruitment probabilities for Fucus. There is some evidence that the densities of Fucus and limpets converge to site-specific steady states even after large disturbances such as oil spills (Southward & Southward 1978) . Hence the assumptions of temporally invariable recruitment probabilities may not be too restrictive (see also Aberg & Pavia 1997). To examine the potential effect of fluctuating limpet and Fucus densities, simulations were carried out with grid scale limpet numbers and Fucus recruitment varying at random from one time step to the next.
Analysis of spatiotemporal pattern in simulations. Temporal variability in the number of cells occupied by Fucus was investigated at 2 spatial scales: over the entire 2500 cell grid and in a fixed area of 10 by 10 cells, which approximates the estimated patch scale in the natural system (Johnson et al. 1997) . Cell occupancy totals in simulations generally converged to their long term pattern after about 10 time steps. Hence variability at the patch scale was estimated from 500 tlme step simulations with the first 50 values discarded The average coefficient of variation from all the available 20 time step 'windows' was used as a measure of short term temporal variability. This measure was chosen as it provided a univariate method of distinguishing between time series with the same degree of temporal autocorrelation but with different amplitudes of fluctuation.
The spatial pattern in simulations was investigated using the number of times that pairs of cells at specific distances were recorded as both containing Fucus (join counts, Sokal & Oden 1978 . Upton & Fingleton 1985 . The neighbourhood for each cell included all orthogonal and diagonal connections at a specific distance. Patch structure on the lattlce causes there to be more pairs of Fucus-occupied cells at short distances than would be expected if the spatial pattern was random. The range of cells over which there are significantly more join counts than would be expected provides an estimate of the scale of aggregation on the lattice. Spatial pattern in separate time series was summarized using the geometric mean of the number of cells over which there was significant spatial autocorrelation. This pattern measure is strongly correlated with various other autocorrelation measures but has the advantage of giving an instantly recognizable range of cells when compared to more abstract formulations such as the 'clumping index' (Hendry & McGlade 1995) .
RESULTS
Increasing the density of limpets reduced the average Fucus abundance in simulations. However, the abundance of Fucus at a scale equivalent to 25 m' on the shore was relatively insensitive to changes in parameters affecting limpet behaviour. The effects of changing the limpet density in spatially explicit simulation~ could be approximated using non-spatial models (Fig. 2) . At low and high limpet densities there was little spatial aggregation of Fucus-occupied cells in simulations. However, at densities between approximately 0.16 and 0.88 limpets cell-' there was significant spatial autocorrelation, even when limpets chose new home scar locations at random. Effects associated with different limpet behaviours and differences between spatial and non-spatial models were always most apparent at intermediate limpet densities (Fig. 3) . We investigated the role of limpet behaviour in simulation~ with 800 individuals (0.32 cell-'). This density not only emphasized the changes caused by different parameter values, it is also representative of field counts on moderately exposed shores in the Isle of Man. In counts from different 25 m2 quadrats there were between 201 and 959 individuals (equivalent to 0.08 and 0.38 limpets cell-', n = 10).
Limpet mobility on the grid was dependent on 2 parameters: individual vagrancy and home scar search range. Increasing individual mobility always increased the proportion of grid cells occupled by Fucus (Table 3) . Highly mobile limpets reduced the extent of P Table 3 . Relationships betwcen (a] limpet rnobll~ty and (b) habitat preferences on overall Fucus abundance and spatiotemporal pattern in simulation~. For (a), limpets had no preference for any particular h0m.e scar type. For (b), home scar rangc in simulations was held at 6 cells, with individuals changing home scar once ever) 10 time steps on rlverage. total = average total abundance of Fucus on lattice; patch = average patch scale; vanabll~ty = short term temporal variability of Fucus cover at the patch scale; vagrancy = probdbility of an individual changing home scar each time step; hsr = home scar search range; P(F) = probab~lity of accepting a cell occupied by Fucus, independent of the presence of limpets; P(L) = probability of accepting a cell occupied by limpets, independent of the presence of Fucus. Regress~ons were fitted by forward stepwise selection; all independen.1 variables included significantly affected the fit; n = number of simulations used to derive relationships
This dataset was based on a large number of simulations within a small range of Fucus and canopy dependent species abundance, associated with a limpet density of 0.32 cell-' and a colonization probability of 0.25 per time step. Between 43 and 54?:'I, of the grid cells contained Fucus at this limpet density. This procedure removed positive correlations in the data set between the abundance of Fucus and the density of canopy dependent species. The mean patch scale and short term variability in the data set were also not correlated and can therefore be considered i n d e~e n -
enced by assumptions about limpet behaviour (Fig. 4) . The population density of canopy dependent species above the extinction threshold was related to the overall abundance of Fucus-occupied cells as well as the colonization probability. The potential parameter space in simulatlons was therefore extensive. The relationships between the spatiotemporal pattern produced by limpet behaviour and the abundance of canopy dependent species were consequently investigated in an intensive data set where there was no covariation between Fucus and dependent specles. dent. Average population densities of canopy dependent species were highest in simula- (Table 4) . Such conditions reflect an increased probability that a cell containing a canopy dependent species will be adjacent to a cell available for colonization, and a reduced probability that a patch of Fucus-occupied cells will decay to become unoccupied. Stable and patchy spatiotemporal pattern would be associated with limpets spatial aggregation and increased short term variabilthat were not vagrant, did not have a high home scar ity at the patch scale. Preferences in the choice of new search range, were unlikely to choose cells occupied home scar locations affected the grid scale abundance, spatial aggregation and short term variability of Fucusoccupied cells in simulations (Table 3 ). The grid scale 
-0
In simulations with 0.32 llmpets cell-' there was a .g 2 threshold colonization probability for canopy depen-% 2 a n 0.2 dent species. Dependent species could not persist in simulations when the colonization probability was below a certain value. However, the value of the When the interannual recruitment variability is low, the chance of Fucus recruiting to any cell on the simulation grid is dependent on the modification of the background Fucus recruitment level by the local limpet density. Each time step a range of cell specific recruitment probabilities are produced, dependent on the spatial distribution of limpets. However, if Fucus recruitment or limpet densities are highly variable from year to year, the interannual range of Fucus recruitment probabilities may be greater than the range of local probabilities due to the spatial arrangement of limpets. Under such conditions, the Fucus recruitment probability for any single cell can be approximated using a combination of overall number of limpets and the background recruitment probability of Fucus. When grid scale averages can be .used to estimate the recruitment probability for any single cell, position on the grid becomes unimportant and the dynamics of all cells become correlated. Hence the dynamics of small and large scale Fucus abundances become correlated as recruitment becomes more variable from year to year (Fig. 5) . The same result can be demonstrated with increasing interannual variation in limpet density.
DISCUSSION
ring at the scale of limpet grazing effects? Phenomena such as individual vagrancy, home scar search range and home scar preference do actually reflect what is known about limpet behaviour in the field. Limpet vagrancy is thought to be affected by the smoothness of the rock surface (Jones 1948) . Alternatively, the probability of leaving a home scar can be thought of as analogous to population turnover. A high individual vagrancy would represent a case where a n individual's mortality risk was large but the population was stable due to replacement elsewhere. Limpet habitat preference hierarchies also change. In the quadrat at Port St. Mary used to define the local grazing effects, limpets were distributed in a pattern that reflected probabilities of 0 7 for moving to both a limpet-and a Fucus-occupied cell. Other species of limpets avoid conspecifics, leading to a uniform spacing on the shore (Mackay & Underwood 1977) . It is likely that, even on the same shore, the preference hierarchy of Patella spp. will change in response to environmental gradients. For example, desiccation duces a variety of effects in stochastic spatial simula- Interannual recruitment variability can be associated with weather conditions. For example, a good year for Fucus may lead to the presence of germlings across an entire shore (cf. Gunnill 1980 Gunnill , L~vely et al. 1993 ). The results demonstrated that when recruitment is domlnated by large scale processes instead of localized grazing effects, the Fucus cover in separate small areas is not independent. Under these circumstances, there is a strong temporal autocorrelation between Fucus cover at the patch scale and at the larger scale where recruitment variability acts. We can test for the degree of autocorrelation between scales at Port St. Mary because the time series records reported for a 2 m2 quadrat in Hartnoll & Hawkins (1985) are accompanied by a series of broad scale shore photographs. Each broad scale photograph was taken in a fixed location every year and covered an area of approximately 2500 m*. Observers were asked to rank the Fucus cover in photographs on a scale of I to 10. Separate observers tended to agree on the relative ranks of different photographs (minimum nonparametric correlation between pairs of observers = 0.817, p < 0.001, with 7 observers and 30 different photographs). However, there was no significant correlation between the broad scale photographs and small scale quadrat records from the same area (nonparametric correlation = 0.237, p = 0.510, n = 10). This implies that recruitment variability at Port St. Mary was structured more by local processes than by whole shore processes. Although the role of limpets has been demonstrated in the field, it is worth emphasizing that there may be other small scale processes additionally affecting Fucus abundance. For example, processes such as patchy Fucus recruitment in the absence of limpets remain to be investigated (Johnson et al. 1997) . A further point is that this study concentrated on the mid shore at Port St. Mary, an area where limpet effects on Fucus recruitment have been demonstrated repeatedly (Jones 1948 , Lodge 1948 , Southward 1956 , Hawkins 1981 , Johnson et al. 1997 . It would be interesting to expand this approach to other areas where the number and strengths of species interactions may be different.
In the Fucus mosaic model originally proposed by Hartnoll & Hawkins (1985) , the presence of barnacles enhanced Fucus recruitment. As such, the effects of barnacles can be considered implicitly in simulations by altering the probability for escapes occurring on the shore. Barnacle settlement is known to be very variable from year to year (Hawkins & Hartnoll 1982) . Hence a consequence of including barnacles would be an increase in Fucus recruitment variability. However, results from the correlation across spatial scales presented above imply that interannual variabil.ity in barnacle recruitment was not an important factor in small scale Fucus abundance.
Alterations in the spatial and temporal patterns expressed by a Fucus mosaic will result i.n changes in the community dependent on Fucus clumps alongside the indirect effects on single species. At a patch scale, increased temporal variability will favour opportunist specles (cf. Sousa 1979) . The turnover rate of clumps can be considered as a disturbance frequency. There may be some intermediate patch turnover rate which maximizes the number of species associated with Fucus clumps (Connell 1978) . However, the epifauna associated with marine algae may form competitive networks rather than strict hierarchies (Seed & O'Connor 1981) . In this case species richness would rise with decreasing patch turnover.
Models of spatiotemporal patterns
Models that consider spatial effects in ecology generally fall into one of 2 traditions. One approach emphasizes spatially explicit forms of equations derived from classical population dynamics to investigate whether model predictions are altered and how pattern can be generated from biology in homogenous landscapes (Rohani et al. 1997) . In comparison, the landscape ecology tradition tends to consider how species respond to particular predetermined spatial (With & King 1997) or spatiotemporal patterns (Moloney & Levin 1996) . The model that we developed represents something of a hybrid between these traditions. Spatiotemporal pattern was generated in a homogenous landscape by an interaction between limpets and Fucus. Although complex large scale patterns were not evident, ecologically relevant spatial and temporal effects were produced in a stochastic model that did not depend on tightly coupled and closed populations. The spatiotemporal pattern of Fucus represented a landscape mosaic to the canopy dependent species. At a density of 0.32 limpets cell-' there were not enough Fucus cells for the entire mosaic to be interconnected. Hence canopy dependent species with a colonization probability of 0.25 were not able to move freely into all the Fucus cells on the grid. In landscape ecology terms the Fucus density was below the percolation threshold (commonly around 60% of cells occupied; Wiens et al. 1997) . Results in this study are similar to those prevlously reported in landscape ecology studies, in that the spatiotemporal pattern of Fucus had significant effects on the densities of canopy dependent species when Fucus densit~es were below the percolation threshold (e.g. Adler & Nuerberger 1994).
We believe that studies of this type represent an important link between theory and data regarding the role of spatial interactions i n ecology. M u c h of t h e s p atially explicit theory developed remains essentially 'scale free'. This is despite t h e well-recognized d a n g e r of extrapolation b e t w e e n scales (Wiens 1989) . Even w h e r e scaling methods a r e u s e d in lattice models (e.g. Rand & Wilson 1995) , applications to real systems c a n b e problematical a s t h e time a n d s p a c e scales a r e defined internally. If t h e characteristic length scale of a lattice model is 10 by 10 cells, u s e of this information is limited by t h e fact that cell size a n d time s t e p for t h e model h a v e probably not b e e n defined in concrete units. By empirically defining o u r principal interaction, w e w e r e a b l e to consider d a t a from different sources a n d confirm t h e importance of patch scale processes. T h e model presented h e r e produces output that c a n b e interpreted in terms of real time a n d s p a c e scales.
H e n c e it is easier to design future experiments a n d observations than would b e t h e case if our scales w e r e abstract.
